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MULTI-MODEL 
ENSEMBLE 
RESULTS

8 independent 

models 

sub-ensemble of 5 
models which include 

interactive land and 

ocean

carbon cycle 

components

(e.g. METO-HC: HadCM3C)

• We present results from the ENSEMBLES stream 2 multi-model 
experiment which allow us to analyse both the projected climate 
change response and also permitted carbon emissions, and the 
associated modelling uncertainties, consistent with given baseline 
and stabilisation concentrations scenarios (A1B and E1), providing 
an early trial of IPCC AR5-like centennial experiments. 

• The multi-model results reveal a strong reduction (by 50-70% 
typically) of the projected A1B temperature changes in 2080-99 
through the adoption of aggressive GHG emissions reductions in 
the E1 scenario, although the mitigation effect on climate change is 
much less (only 10-30%) in the mid 21st century.

• Even in the E1 scenario case the model consensus is for a 2K or 
greater annual mean warming in 2080-99 relative to pre-industrial 
climate over much of the continental land surface area – not just in 
the high latitude N. Hemisphere zone, but also including the USA, 
much of Europe, parts of Africa and Amazonia.

• [More details on these multi-model results are being written up in 
Johns et al. (2009); further papers are also in preparation looking 
at regional climate response, and carbon cycle dynamics and 
feedbacks.]

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNEXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

(Following (Following Hibbard et al. 2007Hibbard et al. 2007; ; 

see see Lowe et al. 2009Lowe et al. 2009 for an for an 

overview of the ENSEMBLES overview of the ENSEMBLES 

experimental design)experimental design)

Start with given baseline (A1B) and Start with given baseline (A1B) and 

stabilisation scenario (E1) concentrations. stabilisation scenario (E1) concentrations. 

Corresponding COCorresponding CO22--forcings are then forcings are then 

a tightly controlled experimental factor.a tightly controlled experimental factor.
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ENSEMBLES Stream 2 multi-model results: A1B and E1 scenarios

20C3M (1860-2000) simulations:
•These show a generally consistent rising trend 

with anthropogenic emissions reaching between 
6 and 9 GtC/yr in 2000 – consistent with the 

actual emissions (around 8 GtC/yr).
•Models all agree that the combined carbon sinks 

remove about half of net anthropogenic 

emissions from the atmosphere at 2000.

A1B and E1 (2000-2100) simulations:
•Considerable spread occurs within the model 
ensemble.

•Two models (IPSL and MPI) agree very closely 

despite differences in model formulation.
•Some overlap between the ensemble of implied 

emissions for A1B and E1 in the early 21st 
century, but a clear separation is apparent by 

2030.

•Permitted anthropogenic emissions peak at 
around 10-17 GtC/yr in 2050, and fall to 8-12 

GtC/yr in 2100 for A1B, whereas for E1 the range 
of permitted emissions at 2050 is from +4 GtC/yr 

to near zero (METO-HC model).
•All models imply that by 2100 permitted 

anthropogenic emissions must fall close to zero 

or become slightly negative to achieve the E1 
scenario concentrations pathway.
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The late 21st Century ensemble mean response (above left) in surface air 

temperature (SAT) response illustrates familiar high-latitude enhancement 

of warming, and marked land-sea contrast. The intra-ensemble spread in 
SAT (above right) is largest in the Arctic Ocean, Labrador Sea, Amazonia 

and Southern Ocean, and shows a land-sea contrast similar to the mean.

REVERSE DIRECTION FORWARDS DIRECTION

The ensemble mean ratio of E1 to A1B SAT response in the mid and late 

21st Century (above left), demonstrates that (with the exception of parts of 
the Southern Hemisphere) only a small fraction of the baseline A1B  

warming response is mitigated by mid-century through the adoption of the 

E1 scenario, but a much larger fraction is mitigated by the end of century.

Examination of the late 21st Century empirical probability of exceeding a 
2K SAT warming relative to pre-industrial (above right) further highlights 

the differences in the two scenarios. In A1B almost all land exceeds 2K 
warming in all models, but for most land area some models suggest a 

warming below 2K with the E1 scenario. Even so, a majority of continental 

land areas, including Eurasia, Canada, the USA, much of N. Africa, parts 
of S. Africa, Amazonia, and N. Australia have a high empirical probability  

(orange/red) for local warming of >2K, even with mitigation scenario E1.

(See Lowe et al., 2009 for description of the E1 scenario)
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• We note that imposed atmospheric CO2 concentration profiles 
contain oscillations in the rate of change (at least partly natural 
in origin), which the experimental results translate into 
oscillations in implied (permitted) anthropogenic emissions, 
which is arguably an inaccurate interpretation (a limitation of 
the experimental design, in effect, of more general interest).

• One perhaps surprising result from this work is that carbon 
cycle sinks in E1 effectively become almost negligible by the 
end of the 21st century according to the model sub-ensemble 
including the carbon cycle. More work is needed to understand 
the mechanisms behind this result.

• Completing this ENSEMBLES experiment necessitated 
common decisions to be taken regarding the choice of 
scenarios and forcings applied, but model-dependent decisions 
have been made which mean that some forcings are applied 
differently (e.g. in terms of anthropogenic land use change, and
aerosol forcings in terms of emissions as opposed to 
concentrations).

• Uncertainty in aerosol forcing remains an important source of 
potential uncertainty in both the forwards (climate response) 
and backwards (permitted emissions) directions.

Land and ocean carbon fluxes (sinks):
•IPSL and MPI models agree closely (within 

~0.5 GtC/yr) for both land and ocean sinks, 
explaining their close similarity in implied 

anthropogenic emissions.
•In the INGVCE model the land flux remains 

much closer to zero through all simulations than 

is the case in other models.
•In the METO-HC model (HadCM3C) a  change 

occurs from land sink to source in A1B (the land 
source counteracting the ocean sink, which 

results in a plateau of the implied anthropogenic 
emissions).

•The ocean remains a sink in all models in both 

scenarios.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

[Note: all the results in this box are 

smoothed with an 11-year mean filter] 
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